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Abstract
Judgments of learning (JOLs) play a fundamental role in helping learners regulate their
study strategies but are susceptible to various kinds of illusions and biases. These can
potentially impair learning efficiency, and hence understanding the mechanisms under-
lying the formation of JOLs is important. Many studies have suggested that both
processing fluency and metamemory beliefs can contribute substantially to the construc-
tion of JOLs. However, in recent years another body of evidence has accumulated
apparently demonstrating that beliefs play a dominant role, whereas processing fluency
plays little or even no role in JOL formation. In the current article, we review the
experimental and analytic methods employed in this field to measure the contributions
of processing fluency and beliefs to the formation of JOLs. We then illustrate several
potential disadvantages and pitfalls of those research methods. Suggestions about how to
solve or avoid such problems are discussed. We make several proposals for future
research to shed additional light on the illusions and biases that have been documented
in JOLs.
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Judgments of learning (JOLs; metacognitive estimates of the likelihood that a given item will
be remembered on a future occasion) are susceptible to various kinds of illusions and biases
(e.g., Rhodes and Castel 2008; Yang et al. 2018a). Given that JOLs likely play a causal role in
study strategy regulation (Kornell and Bjork 2008; Li et al. 2015), understanding the mech-
anisms responsible for the formation of JOLs is of considerable importance for exploring
practical interventions to calibrate JOLs, reduce biases, and optimize learning efficiency.
Accordingly, shedding light on the mechanisms underlying the construction of JOLs is a
major goal for researchers and educators (e.g., Frank and Kuhlmann 2016; Koriat 1997;
Mueller, Dunlosky and Tauber 2016; Yang et al. 2018a).

Previous studies have employed diverse experimental and analytic methods to investigate
the roles of processing fluency (an experience-based cue) and metamemory beliefs (a theory-
based cue) in JOL formation. The research findings derived from different studies are
inconsistent (e.g., Mueller et al. 2014; Mueller et al. 2013; Undorf and Erdfelder 2014;
Yang et al. 2018a).

The current review aims to: (1) briefly introduce some of the key empirical findings
documented by the relevant studies; (2) summarize the experimental and analytic methods
employed by this body of studies; (3) highlight several disadvantages and pitfalls of those
methods; and finally (4) offer some suggestions regarding how to solve or mitigate those
problems in future research.

Two models of the relative contributions of processing fluency
and beliefs in JOL formation

Processing fluency (i.e., the ease with which a given item is mentally processed) plays an
important role in several domains of metacognitive judgment. For instance, more fluently
processed items are more likely to be judged true (Schwarz and Reber 1999) and grammat-
ically correct (Kinder et al. 2003); stimuli against highly contrasting backgrounds are judged
more likable (Reber et al. 2004); and words presented in easy-to-read fonts are rated as more
familiar (Reber and Zupanek 2002) (for a review of fluency effects on metacognitive
judgments, see Alter and Oppenheimer 2009). Along the same lines, processing fluency feeds
into JOLs: fluently processed items are judged more likely to be remembered than less fluently
processed ones – the fluency effect on JOLs, a phenomenon documented in the bulk of the
literature (e.g., Besken 2016; Dunlosky et al. 2014; Hertzog et al. 2003; Undorf and Erdfelder
2011; Undorf et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2018a). (The Appendix provides a brief summary of the
possible ways in which processing fluency can influence JOLs. It explains that although
processing fluency is typically regarded as an experienced (non-analytic) cue by comparison
with the analytic basis of beliefs, there are open questions regarding how “experienced
fluency” contributes to JOL formation and whether some of that influence might in fact be
analytic.)

Besides processing fluency, people’s metamemory beliefs (that is, beliefs about how
memory operates) also contribute substantially to the construction of JOLs. For example,
people tend to believe that words presented in large fonts (e.g., 48-pt) are easier to remember
than ones in small fonts (e.g., 18-pt), and they apply this belief when forming JOLs by giving
higher learning judgments to large than to small words (Hu et al. 2015; Mueller et al. 2014;
Rhodes and Castel 2008). Similarly, people tend to believe that concrete words (e.g., apple)
are more likely to be remembered than abstract ones (e.g., loyalty), and apply this belief so as
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to give higher JOLs to concrete than to abstract words (Witherby and Tauber 2017a). There are
dozens of studies observing an influence of such beliefs on JOLs, such as the effects of beliefs
about volume, animacy, and relatedness (e.g., Frank and Kuhlmann 2016; Jia et al. 2015; Li
et al. 2016; Mueller et al. 2013, 2014, 2016; Susser and Mulligan 2015; Undorf and Erdfelder
2014).

Koriat’s (1997) dual-basismodel assumes that metacognitive judgments (such as JOLs and
subjective confidence ratings) are formed through implicitly applying heuristics to a holistic
range of cues in order to infer future memory performance. These cues include the subjective
experience of performing the task (e.g., processing fluency) as well as beliefs about how
various factors (e.g., stimulus features, encoding procedures, test formats, one’s own memory
ability, etc.) affect memory. Put differently, the model hypothesizes that both subjective
processing experience (processing fluency) and theory-based cues (beliefs) can play important
roles in JOL formation. Nonetheless, this model has been met with some skepticism on the
basis of recent research on underlying causal processes that has been taken to suggest that
processing fluency contributes much less to JOL formation than beliefs (e.g., Jia et al. 2015; Li
et al. 2016; Mueller et al. 2014, 2016; Witherby and Tauber 2017a).

Witherby and Tauber (2017a), for instance, found that word concreteness drives JOLs
mainly through metamemory beliefs (i.e., the belief that concrete words are easier to remember
than abstract words) rather than processing fluency. They showed, specifically, that partici-
pants predicted better recall of concrete than abstract words when given a description of a
hypothetical experiment. Because no words were actually studied, fluency cannot have played
any role in this effect. Similarly, both font size (Mueller et al. 2014) and semantic relatedness
(Mueller et al. 2013) were found to affect JOLs mainly via beliefs (i.e., people believe that
large words or semantically related word pairs are easier to remember than small words or
unrelated pairs), instead of processing fluency. There are many other recent studies providing
evidence that various factors (e.g., concreteness, word frequency) affect JOLs mainly through
beliefs instead of processing fluency (e.g., Jia et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016; Mueller et al. 2016).

These findings jointly support an analytic processing model, recently proposed by Mueller
et al. (2016), which hypothesizes that JOLs are predominantly driven by beliefs, whereas
processing fluency plays little or even no role in JOL formation. Specifically, the analytic
processing model assumes that learners exert conscious control over the factors that might
enter into metacognitive judgments: they explicitly monitor features of the stimulus or task to
search for cues that could be diagnostic for making rational judgments, they then form beliefs
based on the anticipated memorial impact of those cues, and subsequently apply those beliefs
to make judgments (Kelley and Jacoby 1990). According to Mueller and Dunlosky (2017, p.
246):

The critical new twists to AP [analytic processing] theory are that it emphasizes (a) that
people first explicitly search for cues that will allow them to reduce their uncertainty in
predicting future memory performance and (b) that people will develop beliefs on-line –
as they are participating in an experiment – about how different variables may help them
to accurately predict performance. Either these newly formed beliefs or a priori beliefs
will in part drive JOLs… Importantly, AP theory does not rule out the contribution of
processing fluency to JOLs. If people do not construct beliefs (or retrieve a priori ones)
relevant to the prediction context, then the subjective experience of fluency that differs
across items may influence JOLs. However, in contrast to other dual-process models of
JOLs (e.g., cue-utilization framework, Koriat 1997), AP theory emphasizes the
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dominant role of beliefs in constructing JOLs and provides a description of processes for
how beliefs may be developed and influence JOLs.

Because the analytic processing model does not reject the possible contribution of processing
fluency, it would be erroneous to regard the dual-basis and analytic processing models as being
in opposition. Indeed the analytic processing model can be regarded as a subclass of dual-basis
models in which the contribution of processing fluency is significantly attenuated (for a
detailed comparison of these two models, see Mueller and Dunlosky 2017).

Researchers have adopted various methods to explore how a given factor (e.g., font size,
volume, relatedness, concreteness) affects JOLs: Does it affect JOLs through processing
fluency or through beliefs (or a combination of both)? To offer an overview of the empirical
findings, we summarise them in Table 1, which includes the majority (if not all) of the JOL
phenomena that researchers have studied to reveal the roles of processing fluency and beliefs
in JOL formation.1 As shown in Table 1, previous studies have demonstrated that beliefs
consistently contribute to JOLs in the majority of cases, whereas only in a minority are JOLs
affected by both processing fluency and beliefs. We warn readers however to interpret the
research findings listed in Table 1 cautiously because, as we will illustrate below, some
conclusions reached in previous research are subject to a number of significant problems.

In this article we review the research methods used in previous studies, discuss their
potential disadvantages, and attempt to offer some suggestions for future research. At the
outset, we acknowledge that several methodological problems may be difficult to settle
because of the limitations of current research methods; it is, however, important to highlight
them in order to equip future researchers to take those pitfalls into account when developing
experimental designs and when interpreting their research findings.

For the sake of exposition and given that the main topic of the current review is method-
ological, we organize the following sections by research methods (i.e., discussing the problems
method-by-method) instead of by studies (i.e., discussing the problems study-by-study). It
should be emphasized, however, that some (although certainly not all) previous studies
employed several different experimental methods to evaluate the roles of processing fluency
and beliefs in the construction of JOLs (e.g., Mueller et al. 2014; Witherby and Tauber 2017a).
In doing so they based their major conclusions on convergent evidence as well as on the
findings of individual experiments.

Experimental methods for measuring processing fluency

There are different types of processing fluency which may affect JOLs, such as conceptual
fluency (ease of accessing a given item’s conceptual meaning), perceptual fluency (ease of
perceiving an item), imaginative fluency (ease of forming a mental image to represent an item),
naming fluency (ease of naming), retrieval fluency (ease of retrieval from memory), and so on.
A variety of experimental methods have been employed to explore the influence of processing
fluency on JOLs including but not limited to: lexical decision, self-regulated study time

1 There are other factors assumed to affect JOLs through processing fluency and/or beliefs, such as instructor
fluency (Carpenter et al. 2013), perceptual interference (Besken and Mulligan 2013), task experience (Dunlosky
and Hertzog 2000), and so on. Critically, authors have assumed but not experimentally documented that
processing fluency and/or beliefs contribute to the effects of those factors on JOLs. Without direct tests, it is
premature to draw such inferences, and hence they are not included in the table.
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Table 1 Empirical findings from previous studies on the roles of processing fluency and beliefs in the formation
of JOLs

Factors JOL phenomena Beliefs? Fluency? Sample references

Font size Higher JOLs are given to large (48-pt) than to
small (18-pt) words, despite font size hav-
ing little effect on recall.

Yes Yes (Hu et al. 2015; Rhodes
and Castel 2008;
Yang et al. 2018a)

Relatedness Higher JOLs are given to semantically related
word pairs (e.g., dog-cat) than to unrelated
pairs (e.g., box-head), and related pairs are
better recalled than unrelated ones.

Yes Yes (Mueller et al. 2013;
Undorf and Erdfelder
2014)

Generation Higher JOLs are given to intact items (e.g.,
rain-umbrella) than to items requiring a
response to be generated (e.g.,
door-w_nd_w?), whereas generated items
are equally well or even better recalled than
intact ones.

Yes Yes (Besken 2016; Froger
et al. 2011; Matvey
et al. 2001)

Handedness Higher JOLs are given to words written by the
dominant hand than to words written by
the non-dominant hand, despite hand se-
lection having no effect on recall.

Yes Yes (Susser and Mulligan
2015; Susser et al.
2017)

Semantic
coherence

Higher JOLs are given to coherent triads (i.e.,
compound remote associates of a single
solution word such as silk–cream–even,
solution: smooth) than incoherent triads
(i.e., ones with no common associates such
as deck–stool–pocket), and coherent triads
are better recalled.

Yes Yes (Undorf and Zander
2017)

Errorful
generation

Higher JOLs are given to intact word pairs
than to errorfully generated pairs (for
which people generate incorrect responses
and receive corrective feedback), but
errorfully generated pairs are better
recalled.

Yes Unknown (Potts and Shanks 2014;
Yang et al. 2017b)

Volume Higher JOLs are given to loud than to quiet
words, despite volume having no effect on
recall.

Yes Unknown (Frank and Kuhlmann
2016; Rhodes and
Castel 2009)

Emotion Higher JOLs are given to emotional faces than
to neutral ones, whereas emotional and
neutral faces are equally well recognized at
a later memory test.

Yes Unknown (Witherby and Tauber
2017b)

Study
opportuni-
ty

Greater study opportunities enhance memory
retention, but people tend to lack awareness
of the benefits of multiple study
opportunities.

Yes Unknown (Ariel et al. 2014)

Concreteness Higher JOLs are given to concrete (e.g.,
apple) than to abstract (e.g., idea) words,
and concrete words are better recalled than
abstract words.

Yes No (Witherby and Tauber
2017a)

Identity Higher JOLs are given to identical word pairs
(e.g., dog-dog) than to semantically related
pairs (e.g., pond-lake), whereas
semantically related word pairs are better
recalled.

Yes No (Mueller et al. 2016)

Word
frequency

Higher JOLs are given to high-frequency
words (e.g., apple) than to low-frequency
words (e.g., caste), and high-frequency
words are better recalled.

Yes No (Jia et al. 2015)
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allocation, continuous identification (CID), retrieval latency, mental image formation, and
naming latency. As different experimental methods are sensitive to different types of process-
ing fluency (Ferrand et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2018a), it is essential to employ a sensitive method
to assess a given type of processing fluency.

Below we first demonstrate how insensitive methods can lead to mischaracterization of the
role of a given type of processing fluency by considering a pair of studies on the “font size”
effect: Mueller et al. (2014) and Yang et al. (2018a). Then, we demonstrate that self-regulated
study time allocation tasks and study trials tasks, which have been widely-used in previous
studies, may at least in some situations be insensitive or invalid instruments for measuring
processing fluency.

Task sensitivity to measure perceptual fluency: CID vs. lexical decision

The font size effect on JOLs refers to the fact that participants reliably judge that words printed
in large fonts will be easier to remember than those in small fonts, despite the fact that font size
generally has minimal effect on recall. Mueller et al. (2014) employed a lexical decision task in
their Experiment 1 to explore the role of perceptual fluency in the font size effect on JOLs. In
this task, words (e.g., computer) and non-words (e.g., thate) were sequentially presented in a
random order, and in either a large or small font. Participants’ task was to judge, as quickly and
accurately as they could, whether the on-screen letter string was a word or non-word. The
results revealed no difference in lexical decision RTs between large and small words, whereas
higher JOLs were given to large than to small words. Similarly, Undorf and Zimdahl (2019)
found a null difference in RTs between 18 pt. and 48 pt. words in their lexical decision task.

It is important to record that Mueller et al. did not entirely reject any role of processing
fluency. Instead, they proposed that “processing fluency, as measured by the lexical decision
task, is not mediating the font-size effect” (p. 4), and they encouraged future research to
explore the potential contributions from other kinds of processing fluency (p. 9). In a recent

Table 1 (continued)

Factors JOL phenomena Beliefs? Fluency? Sample references

Animacy Higher JOLs are given to animate words (e.g.,
dog) than to inanimate words (e.g., road),
and animate words are better recalled than
inanimate ones.

Yes No (Li et al. 2016)

Matched
priming

Words (e.g., phone) which are preceded by
matched primes (e.g., phone) are given
higher JOLs than ones preceded by
mismatched primes (e.g., doctor), despite
primes having no effect on recall.

Unknown No (Susser et al. 2016)

Age-related
memory
decline

People believe that memory ability declines
with aging in adulthood, but item-by-item
JOLs are insensitive to this decline.

No Unknown (Tauber et al. 2019)

Clarification
speed

Higher JOLs are given to quickly clarifying
items than to slowly clarifying ones,
despite clarification speed having no effect
on recall.

No Yes (Undorf et al. 2017))

“No” means that published research has documented little or no evidence supporting the role of processing
fluency or beliefs in a JOL phenomenon; “Unknown” indicates that the role of processing fluency or beliefs has
not been experimentally assessed as yet
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study, Yang et al. (2018a) proposed that the lexical decision task employed by Mueller et al.
might lack sensitivity to measure perceptual fluency.

Previous studies have shown that lexical decisions are not solely driven by perceptual
processing but that conceptual processing is also involved (e.g., Chumbley and Balota 1984).
It is worth noting that the first study documenting the font size effect explicitly proposed that
the effect may result from “people us[ing] fluently processed perceptual information that is
highly accessible at encoding when they make memory predictions” (Rhodes and Castel 2008,
p. 624). Hence, it is unclear to what extent Mueller et al.’s results, derived from the lexical
decision task, could disapprove the claim that perceptual fluency contributes to the font size
effect on JOLs.

To further explore this, Yang et al. (2018a) employed a CID task in their Experiment 1 to
measure the difference in perceptual fluency between large and small words. In the CID task, a
word (e.g., sheep) and a mask (#####) were alternately presented, with the duration of the
word increasing and that of the mask decreasing across a series of rapid cycles. Thus, the word
gradually became easier to perceive as time elapsed. Participants were required to respond as
soon as they could identify the word and they then made a JOL following each correct
identification. Yang et al. observed that participants identified large words more quickly than
small ones and moreover this was a very large effect (Cohen’s d = 1.25), with 27 out of 28
participants responding faster on average to large than to small words. In addition, a mediation
analysis found that font size affected JOLs, at least partially, through its effect on perceptual
fluency. In their Experiment 2, Yang et al. directly compared the sensitivity of the CID and
lexical decision tasks to perceptual fluency by using the same participants and materials. The
results confirmed directly that CID is more sensitive to variations in perceptual fluency than
lexical decision (for related findings, see Ferrand et al. 2011; Grainger and Segui 1990).

The above pair of studies (Mueller et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2018a) clearly demonstrate the
importance of employing sensitive methods to identify the role of a given type of processing
fluency in the formation of JOLs: CID, by comparison with lexical decision, is more sensitive
to perceptual fluency, and perceptual fluency does contribute to the font size effect on JOLs.
We note that the above results do not imply that lexical decision is completely insensitive to
perceptual fluency, merely that lexical decision is measurably less sensitive than CID. It should
also be noted that Undorf and Zimdahl (2019) recently documented that when the difference in
font size is sufficiently large (e.g., 6 pt. vs. 120 pt), lexical decision can detect a perceptual
fluency difference between large and small words.

Self-regulated study time allocation

We now move to evaluate the validity of the self-regulated time allocation task as a measure of
processing fluency. Self-regulated study time allocation has been widely-used to explore the
role of processing fluency in the effects of various factors on JOLs, such as word frequency
(Jia et al. 2015), animacy (Li et al. 2016), font size (Mueller et al. 2014), concreteness
(Witherby and Tauber 2017a), and identity (Mueller et al. 2016). All the aforementioned
studies either observed null differences between study times allocated to different types of
materials (e.g., high- vs. low-frequency words) or found that the difference in study times did
not significantly mediate the factor’s effect on JOLs. These studies assumed that self-regulated
study time is a measure of processing fluency (i.e., that fluent items can be studied more
rapidly) and based their conclusions about processing fluency on this unverified assumption.
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The above findings provide little direct support for their conclusions (that is, little or no
contribution of processing fluency to their documented JOL phenomena), because the self-
regulated study time allocation task is (at least in some situations) a potentially insensitive or
invalid measure of processing fluency. Study time allocation is, by definition, a decision, and
is known to be affected by a variety of other factors in a goal-driven manner (e.g., motivation,
serial position, perceived importance, etc.) besides processing fluency. For instance, Yang
et al. (2017a) observed that participants systematically decreased their study times across a
study phase in a self-regulated study time allocation task, indicating that, besides processing
fluency, serial position manifestly affects time allocation.

Undorf and Ackerman (2017) observed an inverse “U” shaped function relating study times
and JOLs in the self-regulated study time allocation task (for related findings, see Koriat et al.
2006; Metcalfe and Kornell 2005). Specifically, Undorf and Ackerman observed that partic-
ipants allocated less time to study the items with the lowest JOLs (which were assumed to be
difficult items and associated with the lowest processing fluency) than to the medium-JOL
items (assumed to be medium-difficulty items and associated with medium processing fluen-
cy). Metcalfe and Kornell (2005) proposed that participants might have realized that more
encoding effort (i.e., longer study times) invested in difficult items produced little or no
improvement in their mastery (“labor in vain”), and therefore stopped studying these items
quickly (and prematurely) and switched to studying the medium-difficulty ones. The inverse
“U” shape between JOLs and study times is consistent with the idea that, besides processing
fluency, perceived learning rate moderates study time allocation. This inverse “U” shape is
also in line with Koriat’s (2012) proposal of interactive influences between metamemory
monitoring and control. Specifically, not only are JOLs informed by study time, but JOLs also
inversely contribute to regulation of study time.

Besides the above factors, numerous studies have established that study time allocation is
also affected by the perceived importance (or value) of study materials (e.g., Castel 2007;
DeLozier and Dunlosky 2015), which further challenges self-regulated study time allocation as
a valid measure of processing fluency. Take the font size effect on JOLs as an example.
Mueller et al.’s (2014) Experiment 2 observed a null difference in study time between large
and small words in a self-regulated study time allocation task, and their Experiments 3a and 3b
observed that some participants thought large words were more important to remember than
small ones. Hence, large words might have both invited longer study because they were
believed to be more important, as well as shorter study because they were processed more
fluently, thus leading to an overall null difference in study time between large and small words.
In summary, self-regulated study time allocation could be driven by various factors in a goal-
driven manner, casting doubt on its validity as a measure of processing fluency (for related
discussion, see Su et al. 2018, p. 10).

Moreover, results from measures of study time allocation are sometimes inconsistent with
those from other putative measures of processing fluency. For example, although Jia et al.
(2015) found no difference in study time between high- and low-frequency words in their self-
regulated study time allocation task, numerous other studies have established that people
process high-frequency words much faster than low-frequency ones in many other tasks, such
as lexical decision, item naming latency, CID, and so on (e.g., Balota and Chumbley 1984;
Grainger 1990; Liu and Reichle 2017; Schilling et al. 1998). Mueller et al. (2014) observed no
difference in self-allocated study times between large and small words, but as noted above
Yang et al. (2018a) observed that participants identified large words much faster than small
ones in their CID task. While Witherby and Tauber (2017a) obtained a null difference in study
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times between concrete and abstract words in their self-regulated study time allocation task,
they observed that participants processed concrete words faster than abstract ones in their
lexical decision and mental image formation tasks. Hence, the aforementioned findings, based
on self-regulated study time allocation, cannot be taken as proving that processing fluency
plays no role in the construction of JOLs.

Study trials

Besides the experimental methods discussed above, some studies have employed a study trials
task to measure processing fluency (e.g., Undorf and Erdfelder 2014; Witherby and Tauber
2017a). For example, in Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment 6, participants were
instructed to study 30 (15 concrete and 15 abstract) words and were later asked to freely recall
as many of the words as possible. Participants then restudied the words which they failed to
recall and then retook a free recall test. This study-test cycle repeated until the participant
successfully recalled all words. Witherby and Tauber hypothesized that, if concrete words
were processed more fluently, participants would require fewer trials (cycles) to remember
them than abstract words. Their results revealed a null difference in the mean number of trials
required to remember concrete and abstract words, and they hence proposed that their results
were consistent with the analytic processing model (p. 649). Again, this proposal is problem-
atic because the study trials method is likely to be an insensitive measure of processing
fluency.

A significant issue with taking study trials as a measure of processing fluency is that it
does not yield convergent results with other measures. Whereas Witherby and Tauber
(2017a, Exp. 6) found no difference in the number of study trials required to learn
concrete and abstract words, as mentioned above they did find a medium-sized difference
(d = 0.32) in lexical decision (Exp. 4) and a small but significant effect (d = 0.22) in
another putative measure of processing fluency, latency to generate a mental image of
the word (Exp. 7).

Across Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiments 2–7, they consistently found that
concrete words were more memorable than abstract ones. This raises a paradox: why was
no difference detected in the number of study-test cycles required to successfully recall
concrete and abstract words? Regardless of whether the number of study trials is a measure
of processing fluency, it is striking that Witherby and Tauber found no evidence that abstract
words are less memorable than concrete ones and raises the possibility that their measure of
processing fluency was insensitive or even invalid. The study that first adopted the study trials
measure as an index of fluency (Koriat 2008) found a strong (inverse) correlation across words
between number of study-test cycles required and final recall.

Another shortcoming of the study trials task is that it principally measures how memorable
the study materials are, rather than providing a measure of the processing fluency experienced
in a typical JOL task in which no repeated retrieval practice is involved (Dunlosky and Tauber
2016). For instance, even though large words are percieved more fluently than small ones
(Yang et al. 2018a), it is reasonable to expect a null difference in study trials between large and
small words because font size has minimal influence on memory (Rhodes and Castel 2008).
Likewise, although identical word pairs (e.g., dog-dog) are associated with greater processing
fluency than related ones (e.g., cat-dog), the study trials task is expected to detect that learners
require more trials to remember identical than related pairs because related pairs are more
memorable than identical ones (Mueller et al. 2016).
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For the sake of brevity, we do not discuss all the studies that have claimed to find a null
contribution of processing fluency to JOL formation. The above discussion is, we hope,
sufficient to illustrate the problems in the experimental methods used to capture the contribu-
tion of processing fluency.

Experimental methods for measuring beliefs

Besides the aforementioned problems in measuring processing fluency, there are also prob-
lems in some of the experimental methods used to measure the role of beliefs in the
construction of JOLs. This section discusses the potential shortcomings of five experimental
methods for assessing the role of beliefs in the construction of JOLs, including belief
questionnaires, pre-study JOLs, the classic and revised learner-observer tasks, and the belief-
manipulation task.

Belief questionnaires

Many previous studies have measured people’s metamemory beliefs through belief question-
naires (e.g., Li et al. 2016; Mueller et al. 2014; Witherby and Tauber 2017a; Yang et al.
2017b). For example, in Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment 1, learners’ beliefs about
the effect of concreteness on memory were investigated. In the questionnaire, participants were
informed that some students had studied 20 concrete and 20 abstract words, and then all
participants were asked to estimate how many concrete and abstract words they thought the
students would remember on a later test. Participants predicted that students would remember
more concrete than abstract words. Even though findings derived from direct questions like
this can be informative about the presence or absence of metamemory beliefs, these results do
not tell us whether people actually apply such beliefs in constructing their JOLs. It is important
to emphasize that many studies have found that people do not always apply their beliefs when
forming JOLs online (e.g., Koriat et al. 2004; Kornell and Hausman 2017; Kornell et al. 2011;
Tauber et al. 2019).2 Methods such as mediation analysis (discussed in detail below) are
needed to validate the linkage between beliefs and JOLs.

Pre-study JOLs

In an attempt to supplement or improve on belief questionnaires, some studies have employed
a pre-study JOL task (e.g., Mueller et al. 2016; Mueller et al. 2014; Witherby and Tauber
2017a). In this procedure, before viewing each item, participants are informed about its type

2 Tauber et al. (2019) provided a demonstration of this. In their study, they explored whether metamemory beliefs
about “memory declin[ing] with aging across adulthood” contribute to online JOL formation. Tauber et al. first
conducted a survey to verify the existence of metamemory beliefs about age-related memory decline. Student
participants were offered two options (Yes/No) to answer the question “Do you think aging influences memory?
That is, does people’s ability to learn new information decline as they become 65 years or older?” Most (81%)
answered “Yes”. Then, across 7 experiments involving a variety of experimental manipulations, Tauber et al.
investigated whether college students applied such beliefs to construct online JOLs. In these experiments,
participants made item-by-item JOLs to study words to predict whether a younger (18–21 years old) and/or
older (65+ years old) adult would be likely to remember them on a future test. A meta-analysis, integrating results
from all 7 experiments, showed an overall null difference between JOLs made for younger and older adults,
indicating that people do not apply their beliefs about age-related memory decline when they form online JOLs.
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(e.g., whether it is a concrete or abstract word, or in large or small font, etc.) and then are asked
to estimate the likelihood that it will be remembered. The logic of this procedure is that,
because participants make a pre-study JOL before viewing the actual item, these judgments
can only be based on metamemory beliefs rather than on subjective experience (processing
fluency). For example, Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiments 2 and 3 employed the pre-
study JOL procedure to test whether participants applied beliefs about concreteness to form
their JOLs. Before studying each word, participants were explicitly told that “The word you
are about to study is concrete [abstract]” and were required to make a pre-study JOL. Then
they studied the word. The results showed that participants gave significantly higher pre-study
JOLs to concrete than to abstract words. Based on this finding, Witherby and Tauber (2017a)
proposed that “participants used beliefs about the concreteness effect on memory to inform
their JOLs on an item-by-item basis” (p. 643).

Here we propose that pre-study JOLs cannot be regarded as providing direct evidence to
support the claim that beliefs contribute to JOL formation in the normal condition wherein
JOLs are made after studying each item. (Interested readers can read Price and Harrison (2017)
for further comparison between standard and pre-study JOLs.) In order to strongly support this
claim, the results should demonstrate that people’s beliefs about the effect of a given factor on
memory significantly mediate or moderate that factor’s effect on JOLs. In other words, it is not
sufficient that pre-study and standard JOLs vary in the same direction between (say) concrete
and abstract words, it is also necessary that beliefs (i.e., pre-study JOLs) statistically mediate
the effect of concreteness on standard JOLs. The necessity of mediation analysis to identify the
source(s) of a factor’s effect on JOLs is discussed in the Statistical issues section below.

The classic learner-observer task

Some studies have employed a classic learner-observer task to assess the role of beliefs
in the formation of JOLs (e.g., Matvey et al. 2001; Undorf et al. 2017). In those
experiments, a study group performed a study task in which they viewed stimuli
sequentially and made item-by-item JOLs. By contrast, an observation group viewed
another participant’s study trials and made item-by-item JOLs attempting to predict the
likelihood that the other participant would remember each item later. For the observation
group, all stimuli were presented in the same format (e.g., the same study duration or
font size) as the other participant experienced, but the actual stimuli were replaced by
meaningless letter strings (e.g., abcde; Yang et al. 2018a) or a black rectangle (e.g.,
Mueller et al. 2014). Therefore, in the observation group, participants did not view the
true stimuli and could only form their JOLs based on their own beliefs. Again, such a
design makes it impossible to ascertain whether the beliefs measured from the observa-
tion group actually contribute to JOLs measured from the study group.

It should be noted that the classic learner-observer task can be used to measure beliefs and
JOLs when the study and observation tasks are successively performed by the same partici-
pants (e.g., Koriat and Ackerman 2010; Undorf and Erdfelder 2011). For instance, Undorf and
Erdfelder (2011) first instructed participants to complete a study task in a self-paced procedure
and make item-by-item JOLs. Next, the same participants performed an observation task, in
which they viewed how much time another participant spent studying each item, and made
item-by-item JOLs to predict the likelihood that the other participant would remember each
item in a later test. Asking participants to successively perform the study and observation tasks
allows beliefs and JOLs to be collected from the same participants. However, because
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participants observe another participant’s study trials in the observation task, it is still difficult
to conduct mediation analyses to quantify the contribution of beliefs to JOLs.

The revised learner-observer task

To solve the above-discussed limitations, Yang et al. (2018a) recently revised the classic
learner-observer task. In their Experiment 3, Yang et al. (2018a) explored whether beliefs
contribute to the font size effect on JOLs. Participants first performed a learning task in which
they identified words displayed in either large or small fonts, and made item-by-item JOLs.
Next, they performed an observation task, in which they were told to view another partici-
pant’s identification trials and made item-by-item JOLs to predict that participant’s recall
likelihood. In reality, all participants were shown their own identification trials, but all words
were replaced by meaningless letter strings (i.e., abcde) presented in the same font size and for
the same duration as the words in the learning task. Yang et al. recorded each item’s font size,
processing fluency (identification RT in the learning task), JOLs (in the learning task), and
beliefs (JOLs in the observation task) from the same participants.

To test whether beliefs play a role in the font size effect on JOLs, Yang et al. (2018a)
conducted a multilevel mediation analysis with font size as the independent variable, beliefs
(JOLs in the observation task) as the mediator, and JOLs (in the learning task) as the dependent
variable. The results showed that beliefs only mediated the font size effect on JOLs to a small
and non-significant degree (for detailed results, see Yang et al. 2018a, p. 107). Importantly,
this weak mediation does not categorically refute the hypothesis that beliefs may contribute to
the font size effect on JOLs. It is, after all, a null result and hence, as will be discussed later,
must be interpreted in terms of the experiment’s power to detect a small but real effect. But the
key point is that techniques for evaluating the mediating effect of beliefs on JOLs do exist.

Several studies have measured participants’ beliefs using pre-learning questionnaires (that
is, before initiating the main experiment, they administered questionnaires to assess partici-
pants’ beliefs about a factor’s effect on memory; e.g., Frank and Kuhlmann 2016; Hu et al.
2015). Such a design also allows beliefs and JOLs to be collected from the same participants
and permits multilevel mediation analyses (using the 1–2–1 model; see Zhang et al. 2008, for
details) to be conducted to quantify the contribution of beliefs. Given that questionnaires
measure beliefs through only one or two questions, the measured “beliefs” may contain
substantial measurement error. By comparison, the revised learner-observer task measures
beliefs repeatedly across trials, which is likely to reduce measurement error and enhance
measurement stability. In addition, pre-learning questionnaires can only measure a priori
beliefs but not beliefs that gradually develop across the learning task (see Undorf and
Erdfelder 2011, for an illustration of such a belief change). By contrast, the learner-observer
task can readily detect newly developed beliefs because the observation task is administered
following the completion of the study task.

Belief-manipulation

Several recent studies investigated the role of beliefs by directly manipulating them (e.g.,
Blake and Castel 2018; Chen et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2017b). We term this the belief-
manipulation method. In this procedure, before the main part of the experiment, participants
are directly and explicitly given instructions designed to attenuate (e.g., “prior research proved
no relationship between font size and memory”) or even reverse (e.g., “prior research proved
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that small words were easier to remember than large ones”) their a priori beliefs about a
factor’s effect on memory (e.g., “large words are easier to remember”). Through direct
manipulation, the aim is to determine whether the updated beliefs (induced by instructions)
can reduce, eliminate, or even reverse that factor’s effect on JOLs. For instance, to investigate
the role of beliefs in the font size effect on JOLs, Blake and Castel (2018, Experiment 1B)
informed their participants that “Research has shown that, for college-age participants, words
in smaller fonts are easier to recall than words in larger fonts”, and then instructed them to
study large and small words and make item-by-item JOLs. Blake and Castel observed that their
belief manipulation reduced (but did not eliminate) the font size effect on JOLs.

The belief-manipulation method suffers from at least two major disadvantages. The first is
the high risk of demand characteristics. Given that the belief-manipulation instructions directly
and explicitly inform participants that one type of to-be-studied material is easier to remember
than another, and those instructions also typically conflict with their own beliefs, participants
may assume that the researchers want them to make memory predictions in alignment with the
instructions. Accordingly they may simply provide JOLs to satisfy such an assumed “task
requirement”, regardless of whether those instructions truly alter their beliefs,3 and no matter
whether they really apply the updated beliefs to form their JOLs. The second disadvantage is
that this method can only provide answers about whether explicitly manipulated beliefs
influence JOL formation under these specific (artificial) conditions, but not whether natural
beliefs actually contribute to JOL construction under “normal” conditions wherein they are not
directly manipulated. That is to say, belief-manipulation is likely to be an invalid method to
explore whether beliefs are responsible for a given JOL effect in the natural non-manipulated
condition.

Statistical issues

Thus far, we have summarized some problems besetting the use of common experimental
methods in metacognition research. In this section, we focus on statistical issues. Specifically,
we first list several examples to explain how low statistical power can lead to false negative
results regarding the role of processing fluency in JOLs. Next, the double-standard analytic
treatment of processing fluency and beliefs in some previous studies is discussed. Lastly, the
benefits and pitfalls of three mediation analysis methods are explained.

Low statistical power for mediation analysis

To establish a role of processing fluency in JOLs, research findings in metamemory studies
must meet at least three requirements. First, a given factor must significantly affect JOLs.
Secondly, that factor must significantly affect a measure of processing fluency. Thirdly, that
factor’s effect on processing fluency (e.g., the difference in processing fluency between
different types of materials) must significantly mediate its effect on JOLs. As an illustration
of the latter, Dunlosky and Mueller (2016) re-analyzed data from Magreehan et al.’s (2016)
Experiment 4 to illustrate why mediation analysis is vital for identifying potential mechanisms
underlying a factor’s effect on metacognitive judgments.

3 Several studies administered a post-task questionnaire at the very end of their experiments to check whether
participants trusted the instructions or not (e.g., Blake and Castel 2018).
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In this experiment, Magreehan et al. investigated the perceptual-degradation effect on JOLs.
Magreehan et al. observed that participants spent less time encoding and made higher JOLs to
bold word pairs presented in black against a white background (e.g., CORN – PLANET) than
they did to italicized pairs in light grey (e.g.,HARNESS – SNAKE). Dunlosky andMueller (2016)
noted that a seductive inference from this experiment was that perceptual degradation affects JOLs
through processing fluency.4 To illustrate why this tempting inference was problematic (and
putting aside our earlier remarks about the study time allocation measure), Dunlosky and Mueller
conducted a mediation analysis on Magreehan et al.’s data and found that study duration did not
significantly mediate the perceptual-degradation effect. Hence, Dunlosky and Mueller proposed
that their mediation analysis results “are inconsistent with the hypothesis that differential pro-
cessing fluency is responsible for the impact of font on JOLs and hence suggest some other factor
is responsible” (p. 126).5 Based on this evidence, Dunlosky and Mueller (2016, p. 127) recom-
mended that “after one establishes that a manipulation (e.g., kind of font) influences a person’s
judgments, learning, or reasoning, then further empirical work [such as mediation analysis] may
be needed to reveal the source of the influence.”

It is well-known that mediation analysis requires large sample sizes and many trials (Fritz
and MacKinnon 2007), and underpowered studies can frequently lead to false negative
findings (Type II error; see Vadillo et al. 2016, for a detailed discussion). Unfortunately,
sample sizes and numbers of trials were relatively small in some previous studies, which might
be insufficient to detect a mediating role of processing fluency.

Jia et al. (2015), for instance, only presented 10 high- and 10 low-frequency words to 30
participants to measure the role of processing fluency in the word frequency effect on JOLs. P.
Li et al. (2016) employed 12 animate and 12 inanimate words and 28 participants to explore
the role of processing fluency in the animacy effect on JOLs. The number of participants (67)
and trials (32 in each of the fluent and disfluent font conditions) were somewhat greater in
Magreehan et al.’s (2016) experiment described above, but the key result of Dunlosky and
Mueller’s (2016) mediation analysis was still a null result with uncertain precision. In their
Experiment 7, Witherby and Tauber (2017a) presented 15 concrete and 15 abstract words to 40
participants to explore the role of processing fluency in the concreteness effect on JOLs. In this
latter example, the indirect effect of concreteness on JOLs through processing fluency was
1.88, 95% confidence interval (CI) [−0.17, 5.69]. Thus, the mediation results are compatible
with a true mediation effect in excess of 5.69 (the upper bound of the CI) on a 100-point scale,
which by most standards is a large effect. Although the indirect effect approached significance
(as revealed by the lower bound of the CI being close to 0) and the CI includes a large
mediation effect,6 Witherby and Tauber (2017a) proposed that “image latency did not mediate
the relationship between concreteness and JOLs” (p. 648). Indeed, Witherby and Tauber
acknowledged that their Experiment 7 was underpowered (p. 649).7 Lack of power might be

4 We note that neither Magreehan et al. nor Dunlosky and Mueller claimed that perceptual degradation affects
JOLs through processing fluency.
5 Although their mediation results were non-significant, Dunlosky and Mueller did not reject a potential role of
fluency.
6 Put differently, the study was underpowered to detect a mediation effect of 5 points on the 0–100 JOL scale, as
both 0 and 5 fell inside the CI.
7 Regarding their Experiment 7, Witherby and Tauber found by simulation that approximately 5000 participants
are required to observe a significant mediation effect of fluency at 0.8 power. Based on this, they proposed that
“image latency will not be a primary factor driving the concreteness effect on JOLs” (p. 649). It is important to
note that all their mediation and simulation analyses were conducted using clustered data (i.e., mean JOLs and
median RTs), which suffer from significant analytic pitfalls, as discussed in a later section.
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a fundamental source of some of the null results regarding the mediating role of processing
fluency found in the aforementioned studies.

Double-standard analytic treatment of processing fluency and beliefs

Another fundamental statistical issue is that many previous studies have treated the roles of
processing fluency and beliefs to different levels of analytical rigour, only subjecting process-
ing fluency but not beliefs to mediation analysis (e.g., Jia et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016; Mueller
and Dunlosky 2017; Mueller et al. 2013, 2014, 2016; Susser andMulligan 2015; Witherby and
Tauber 2017a).

As demonstrated by Dunlosky and Mueller (2016) in the analysis described above,
mediation analysis is an effective tool for identifying the potential sources of a given
factor’s effect on metacognitive judgments. Unfortunately, the majority of previous
studies did not conduct mediation analyses to validate the role of beliefs in the construc-
tion of JOLs (e.g., Jia et al. 2015; Mueller et al. 2013, 2014, 2016; Susser and Mulligan
2015; Witherby and Tauber 2017a). Furthermore, processing fluency and beliefs have
frequently been treated to different standards of analytical rigour. As an illustration,
consider the study by Mueller et al. (2016) which explored why, despite the fact that
semantically related word pairs (e.g., dog-cat) are better recalled on average than
identical word pairs (e.g., dog-dog) in a later test, people give higher JOLs to identical
than to related pairs – the identity effect on JOLs.

In Muller et al.’s Experiment 1, they instructed participants to spend as much time as they
wanted to study each word pair and make item-by-item JOLs. The results showed that
participants spent less time studying identical than related pairs and gave higher JOLs to
identical pairs. However, a partial correlation analysis (see below for a detailed discussion of
this analytic method) showed that the extent to which processing fluency (indexed by study
duration) mediated the identity effect on JOLs was not statistically significant. Mueller et al.
(p. 787) proposed that their Experiment 1 “disconfirmed one version of the fluency hypothesis
for the identity effect—namely, the fluency of processing (as measured by study time) did not
statistically mediate the relationship between pair type (identical vs. related pairs) and JOLs”.
Then in their Experiment 3, Mueller et al. employed the pre-study JOL paradigm to explore the
role of beliefs in the identity effect on JOLs. The results showed that participants gave higher
pre-study JOLs to identical pairs than to related ones. Without conducting a mediation
analysis, Mueller et al. (p. 790) concluded that “beliefs about the type of word pair contribute
significantly to JOLs”. Other studies have similarly treated processing fluency and beliefs to
different standards of analytical evaluation (e.g., Undorf and Erdfelder 2014; Witherby and
Tauber 2017a).

Issues in mediation analysis methods

Finally, this section discusses some important methodological issues in mediation analysis.
Because the majority of previous studies did not conduct mediation analyses to explore the
roles of beliefs in JOL formation, this section focuses on their use in quantifying and drawing
theoretical conclusions about the role of processing fluency. Below we first briefly describe
shortcomings of partial correlation analysis, and then employ a case study (Witherby and
Tauber 2017a) to compare two other mediation analysis methods: clustered vs. multilevel
mediation.
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The most widely-used mediation analysis method is partial correlation (e.g., Hertzog et al.
2003; Mueller et al. 2013, 2016; Susser et al. 2016; Susser and Mulligan 2015). Using this
method, researchers first compute a zero-order correlation between item type (e.g., words in
small vs. large fonts) and JOLs, obtaining a correlation value r0i for each participant (i denotes
each participant). They then calculate a first-order correlation (r1i) between item type and JOLs
with processing fluency (e.g., lexical decision RTs) controlled, and finally conduct a paired t-
test between r0i and r1i. If, across the i (= 1…N) participants, r0i is significantly greater than r1i
(i.e., controlling processing fluency weakens the correlation between item type and JOLs),
processing fluency is inferred to contribute to JOLs. Unfortunately partial correlation is
acknowledged as problematic because this method often increases Type I errors (false
positives) in certain circumstances (for detailed discussion, see MacKinnon et al. 2002;
Montoya and Hayes 2017; Murayama et al. 2014).

Considering the shortcomings of the partial correlation approach, some researchers have
recently applied other mediation analysis methods, such as clustered (e.g., Dunlosky et al.
2014; Witherby and Tauber 2017a) and multilevel mediation (e.g., Undorf et al. 2017; Yang
et al. 2018a, b). For example, Witherby and Tauber (2017a) adopted a clustered mediation
analysis to explore the role of processing fluency in the concreteness effect on JOLs. Using a
lexical decision task in their Experiment 4, Witherby and Tauber (2017a) found that partici-
pants responded faster to concrete than to abstract words and that they gave higher JOLs to
concrete than to abstract words. To explore whether processing fluency underlies the con-
creteness effect on JOLs (i.e., whether processing fluency mediates the concreteness effect on
JOLs), Witherby and Tauber (2017a) conducted a path-analytic mediation analysis using the
SPSS MEMORE package (Montoya and Hayes 2017).

Specifically, they calculated a mean JOL for concrete and abstract words, and a median RT
for concrete and abstract words for each participant. They then inserted these data into the
MEMORE program to run a mediation analysis. The logic of Witherby and Tauber’s analysis
was that, if processing fluency contributes to the concreteness effect on JOLs, the difference in
median RTs between concrete and abstract words should predict the difference in mean JOLs
across participants. Their results showed that processing fluency failed to significantly mediate
the concreteness effect on JOLs: although concreteness was correlated with both JOLs and
lexical decision RTs, there was no reliable correlation between the differences in median RTs
and the differences in mean JOLs, and hence no statistical mediation by processing fluency
(RTs) of the concreteness-JOLs association.

As we can see, by using a path-analytic mediation analysis method and the MEMORE
package, Witherby and Tauber (2017a) analyzed the mediation effect using the clustered
mediation analysis method (i.e., their mediation analysis was based on the median RTs and
mean JOLs for each participant). Here, we propose that it is problematic to test a mediation
effect using participant clustering. Since it is of particular interest whether RTs measured by
the lexical decision task mediate the concreteness effect on JOLs within each participant, it is
inappropriate to draw inferences at the lower level (i.e., item level within each participant)
based on data from a higher level (i.e., mean JOLs and median RTs at the participant level)
(Snijders 2011). Numerous studies have shown that the relationship between two variables at a
higher level can differ from the relationship between the same variables at a lower level
(Piantadosi et al. 1988; Robinson 1950).8 For example, in Witherby and Tauber’s study,

8 See Simpson’s paradox and the “UC Berkeley gender bias” affair (available at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Simpson%27s_paradox) for further illustrations of the pitfalls of clustered data analysis.
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although participants who had shorter median RTs in the lexical decision task did not give
higher mean JOLs (at the participant level), items with relatively short RTs might still receive
relatively higher JOLs within each participant (at the item level). In other words, the RT-JOL
relationship might not be detectable through participant-level analyses, despite its existence at
the item level.

We reanalyzed the data fromWitherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment 4 to illustrate why
it is inappropriate to explore the association between RTs and JOLs using clustered data. Since
the fluency effect on JOLs has been demonstrated in numerous studies, we accordingly expect
an inverse relationship between RTs and JOLs in Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment
4. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a multilevel regression analysis, using the R lme4
package (Bates et al. 2015), to measure the relationship between RTs and JOLs across items.
Multilevel regression simultaneously takes account of variation at both item and participant
levels, and allows us to directly examine the effect at the item level (Snijders 2011). After
removing all cases of non-words and words which were erroneously judged as non-words, we
regressed JOLs onto RTs in a multilevel linear regression model with a fixed effect for RTs
and random slopes and intercepts across participants. The results show an inverse relationship
between RTs and JOLs, b = − 6.11, 95% CI [−9.30, −3.11], p < .001, indicating that every
decrease of 1 s in RTs increased JOLs by 6.11 points on a 0–100 scale – the classic fluency
effect on JOLs. Then we computed the relationship between RTs and JOLs at the participant
level (i.e., using clustered data: mean JOLs and median RTs). For each participant, we
calculated a mean JOL and a median RT for all correctly judged words. In contrast to the
multilevel regression analysis above, this clustered regression analysis found no relationship
between median RTs and mean JOLs, b = 0.42, p = .98. These results clearly reveal that it is
inappropriate to assess the relationship between RTs and JOLs using mean JOLs and median
RTs, because such clustering loses sight of the RT-JOL relationship at the item level.

Finally, we reanalyzed the data from Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment 4 to test
whether lexical decision RT mediates the concreteness effect on JOLs using a multilevel
mediation model via the R bmlm package (Vuorre 2017), which allows us to assess the
mediation effect of RTs at the item level (Zhang et al. 2008). The bmlm package provides a
Bayesian estimation of multilevel mediation models (Vuorre 2017). The analysis was con-
ducted with word concreteness (represented as a dichotomous variable) serving as the inde-
pendent variable, JOLs as the dependent variable, and RTs as the mediator. The mediation
effect was estimated with 4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains and 10,000 iterations
for each chain.

The mediation results are shown in Table 2. The total effect of concreteness on JOLs is
3.15, 95% CI [1.40, 4.91] and the direct effect of concreteness on JOLs is 2.50, 95% CI [0.77,
4.22]. This direct effect is significant and indicates that processing fluency (RTs) cannot fully
explain the concreteness effect on JOLs. Crucially, the indirect effect of concreteness on JOLs
through RTs is 0.65, 95% CI [0.23, 1.20], and the proportion of the total effect of concreteness
on JOLs mediated by RTs is 22%, 95% CI [7%, 49%]. These results reveal that RTs
significantly mediated the concreteness effect on JOLs. We also estimated the mediation effect
for each participant (see Fig. 1). Thirty-nine out of 40 participants showed a simulated
mediation parameter greater than 0, χ2(1) = 36.1, p < .001. Overall, these results clearly
support the claim that processing fluency contributes to the concreteness effect on JOLs.
However, appropriate analytic methods are required to reach this conclusion. To our knowl-
edge, this analysis is the first to provide evidence to support the mediating role of processing
fluency in the concreteness effect on JOLs.
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Overall, the above example clearly shows that multilevel mediation, compared with
clustered mediation, is more appropriate for capturing a given factor’s mediating role at the
trial level. Accordingly, we advise that future JOL research should consider employing
multilevel (rather than clustered) mediation to assess the role of processing fluency in the
construction of JOLs. Reassuringly, more and more researchers are acknowledging the merits
of multilevel mediation, and this statistical approach is gradually gaining popularity in the JOL
field (Frank and Kuhlmann 2016; Hu et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2018a).

Summary of problems and suggested remedies

This section briefly summarizes potential shortcomings of the research methods discussed
above, and then provides some suggestions about how to solve or at least mitigate those
problems in future research.

Employing sensitive and valid tasks to measure processing fluency

Different tasks (e.g., CID vs. lexical decision) are sensitive to different types of processing
fluency (e.g., perceptual fluency), and employing an appropriate experimental task to measure
a given type of processing fluency is a prerequisite for exploring its role in the formation of
JOLs. Future research should develop and employ more appropriate experimental methods to
measure processing fluency. In addition, the sensitivity and validity of a given task to measure
a given type of processing fluency should be further examined, especially the self-regulated
study time allocation and study trials tasks (for illustrations regarding how to verify task
sensitivity, see Grainger and Segui 1990; Yang et al. 2018a).

Although the above discussion demonstrates significant problems in several experimental
methods, we strongly emphasize that we are not recommending that future research abandons
these methods, nor are we concluding that processing fluency cannot be measured. Instead, we
propose that some measures may lack sensitivity (at least to some types of processing fluency)
or even be invalid, and encourage researchers to take these problems into account and, more
importantly, to explore possible approaches to solve (or at least minimize) these problems.

Future research should also consider employing sets of, rather than only one or two, tasks to
measure the contribution of processing fluency. In a rare instance, Witherby and Tauber
(2017a) used four tasks to evaluate whether processing fluency is a contributor to the
concreteness effect on JOLs. A further suggestion is that even when the results from all tasks
are convergent on disproving a contribution of processing fluency, the limitations of the tasks
should not be neglected.

Table 2 Multilevel mediation analysis of Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment 4

Effects b SE 95% CI

Total effect of concreteness on JOLs 3.15 0.90 [1.40, 4.91]
Direct effect of concreteness on JOLs 2.50 0.87 [0.77, 4.22]
Indirect effect of concreteness on JOLs through RTs 0.65 0.25 [0.23, 1.20]
Proportion of the concreteness effect on JOLs mediated by RTs 22% 13% [7%, 49%]
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Collecting beliefs and JOLs from the same participants

Results derived from belief questionnaires and pre-study JOLs can yield implications
about the existence or absence of metamemory beliefs, but cannot be utilized to quantify
their mediational or moderating roles, because beliefs and JOLs are measured from
different groups of participants. Even though the classic learner-observer paradigm
allows beliefs and JOLs to be collected from the same individuals when they are
instructed to successively perform the learner and observer tasks, participants actually
view another participant’s learning trials in the observer task, thus making it impossible
to run mediation analysis to quantify the contribution of beliefs to that individual’s JOLs.
Directly manipulating beliefs through instructions may fail to reveal whether participants
apply their updated beliefs to form JOLs because the task requirement might be too
overt. In addition, this task cannot reveal whether natural/non-manipulated beliefs are
responsible for a given factor’s effect on JOLs.

Going beyound the aforementioned methods, the revised learner-observer task allows
researchers to measure beliefs and JOLs from the same individuals and trials, and also
permits the statistical quantification of the contribution of beliefs. In addition, using the
revised learner-observer task, future research can measure processing fluency, beliefs,
and JOLs from the same participants, and then quantatitively compare the contribution of
processing fluency and beliefs, which can be potentially used to assess the dual-basis and
analytic processing models. However, as acknowledged by Yang et al. (2018a, p. 108),
the revised learner-observer paradigm measures processing fluency and JOLs concur-
rently in the study task but beliefs are measured in the observation task, which may
reduce the procedure’s power to detect a role of beliefs. Future research should aim to
develop more elegant procedures to simultaneously measure processing fluency, beliefs,
and JOLs.

Fig. 1 Bayesian estimation of the mediation effect of RTs in the concreteness effect on JOLs for each participant
in a reanalysis of the data from Witherby and Tauber’s (2017a) Experiment 4. Each black point represents a
participant and the red point represents the fixed mediation effect across all participants. Error bars represent 95%
CI
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Increasing statistical power, avoiding double-standard analytic treatment,
and employing an appropriate mediation model

Many previous studies have subjected processing fluency to mediation analysis to evaluate its
role in JOL formation, but unfortunately the sample sizes used in some studies were insuffi-
cient to detect a significant mediating effect (e.g., Jia et al. 2015). Future research should be
wary of underpowered samples, and pre-planned sample sizes should be estimated (for how to
estimate the required sample sizes for mediation analysis, see Faul et al. 2007; Fritz and
MacKinnon 2007; Kadam and Bhalerao 2010).

Many previous studies have also subjected processing fluency but not metamemory beliefs
to mediation analysis (e.g., Mueller et al. 2013, 2014, 2016; Witherby and Tauber 2017a). This
double-standard analytic treatment is problematic since the higher standard set for establishing
an influence of processing fluency means that the resulting findings can fallaciously support
the analytic processing model (because beliefs are more likely to survive a weak test than
processing fluency is to survive a stringent one). Future research should measure beliefs and
JOLs from the same participants, and directly test, via mediation or moderation analyses (for
differences between these two statistical methods, see Hu et al. 2020), whether beliefs
contribute to JOL formation. The revised learner-observer paradigm is available as a method
to achieve this aim.

Future research should also be cautious about mediation analysis methods, as
inappropriate methods can lead to incorrect conclusions. For instance, partial correlation
may increase Type I errors, and clustered mediation cannot appropriately be used to
explore the role of processing fluency in the formation of JOLs because the association
between JOLs and processing fluency mainly exists at the item level and clustered data
eliminate variance associated with the item-level relationship. Going beyond these two
methods, we suggest that multilevel mediation is more appropriate. Multilevel media-
tion is becoming increasingly popular in cognitive psychology, and more and more
software packages for conducting such analyses are available to researchers (e.g.,
Muthén and Muthén 1998-2010; Preacher et al. 2010; Vuorre 2017; Zhang et al.
2008). Future research should consider using multilevel instead of clustered mediation,
following several precedents (e.g., Frank and Kuhlmann 2016; Hu et al. 2020; Yang
et al. 2018a).

Concluding remarks

Bearing both theoretical and practical importance, the underlying mechanisms whereby
metacognitive judgments of learning are constructed have received considerable atten-
tion in recent years. An emerging body of studies has focused on the roles of
processing fluency and metamemory beliefs about how memory operates, but the
findings are inconsistent. The measurement tools and analytic models suffer from a
variety of limitations. Although many of these tools and models are imperfect, the
current review does not intend to suggest that they should be abandoned. Instead, it
aims to encourage researchers to explore potential approaches to solve (or at least
minimize) those pitfalls and develop more elegant techniques. These important issues
also motivate a call for re-evaluation of previous findings and the production of new
and more robust data.
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Appendix: How does fluency affect JOLs?

Even though it is clear that beliefs contribute to the formation of JOLs in an analytical way,
how processing fluency might affect JOLs has not been clearly elucidated. There are several
possibilities (Dunlosky et al. 2014; Matvey et al. 2001; Mueller and Dunlosky 2017; Yang
et al. 2018a). The first is that it affects JOLs in a direct way, in which processing fluency may
produce a subjective feeling-of-knowing and this subjective feeling directly acts as a basis for
higher JOL ratings (Koriat 1997; Matvey et al. 2001; Schwarz and Reber 1999; Yang et al.
2018a). The second possibility is that fluency affects JOLs indirectly through beliefs about
fluency, that is, believing that more fluently processed items are more memorable (Mueller and
Dunlosky 2017).

A third possibility is that whether and how experienced fluency affects JOLs is dependent
on an unconscious interpretive process that attributes processing fluency to a possible source
(Jacoby et al. 1989; Kelley and Jacoby 1990). Based on Jacoby’s source attribution approach
(also see Whittlesea 1993), when processing fluency is attributed to memory, it drives learners
to make higher JOLs. By contrast, when processing fluency is attributed to other situational or
external factors (such as font size) that are not directly related to memory, it exerts little
influence on JOLs. For instance, the reason why perceptual fluency affects JOLs may be that
learners unconsciously and mistakenly attribute the fluency feelings induced by perceptual
features to ones predictive of memorability.

Overall, processing fluency may affect JOLs in a variety of ways. Only a few studies
have explored the possible underlying mechanisms and the research findings are incon-
sistent to date (e.g., Matvey et al. 2001; Su et al. 2018; Susser et al. 2017; Undorf and
Erdfelder 2011; Yang et al. 2018a). Further research is needed to shed additional light on
this important issue.
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